
51-231100

TOP QUALITY 

DIVIDABLE TEXTILE TRUCKS 

FULL HALF THIRD STORED 



51-6300 Dandux Dividable Textile Trucks

Integrally molded divider 
slots - No hardware to 
rust or break 

Easy access 
sides opening 
on6301 

Efficient single 
lower wall 

Easy rolling 

Durable one-piece rotationally 
molded body wtih exclusive 

double upper wall 

Double wall dividers 
removable/ adjustable 

Radiused corners 
resist impact 

Rust-resistant structural 
steel base 

thread guard casters 

Part# 

516301 

516302 

UUISI0e 
Dimensions 

Cu Length 
I 

Width Depth I Overall Caster 
Ft. (inside) Height size 

42 50 41 42 51 6 

42 52 43 38 46 6 

Dimensions are approximate - rounded to full inch. 
Available in choice of colors. 
Two dividers can make one full height partition or two 
half height partitions on the 6301. 
One diviers makes one full height partition on the 6302 
Two Dividers store inside truck 
When odering specify color and number of dividers 
and drain holes if applicable. 
Custom sizes, construction, casters or configurations 
are available. Please inquire. 

Increase your flexibility with DANDUX products: 
The Dandux Dividable Textile Truck can give you the increased flexibility you've been 
looking for in your quest for agile manufacturing. One truck that divides from full; to 
half; to thirds wihout tools, without hardware, and without time consuming change 
over. One truck with the versatility to effectively handle from 811 to 3611 fabric, in indi
vidual compartments. Two dividers can be stored inside truck, making changeover easy 
and efficient. 

By combining the strength and durability of a double upper wall with the efficiency of a 
single lower wall this one piece rotationally molded truck provides you with the ability to 
effectively handle heavy wet or dry loads. Lower center side configuration allows for 
ease of access. Sure-track diamond caster pattern is standard. 

Brochure is for general info1mation purposes only - Specifications subject to change without notice - No fitness for intended use is implied 

Dandux and Glosstex are registered trademarkes of CR.Daniels, Inc 

C.R.Daniels, Inc.
3451 Ellicott Center Drive 
EllicottCity,Md. 21043 

crdaniels.com
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